Web Programmer short-term project

• University of Wisconsin Hospital and Clinics, Internal Medicine Residency Program, 5120 MFCB 1685 Highland Avenue Madison, WI 53705, 608-263-7352.

• Paid position
  o Hourly rate of $15/hour for a total of 65 hours of work, finish date of June 15\textsuperscript{th}, 2014

• Project Includes
  o Taking an existing website and uploading it to a commercial server.
  o A simple method of security (i.e. password protection) will need to be added to the website to control access. This does not involve highly sensitive or confidential (patient information) data.
  o A simple method of uploading word and PowerPoint files will need to be added to one of the pages for users to upload their projects

• Experience and Skills required
  o Dynamic web programming skills with specific knowledge of PHP/MySQL

• To apply email Robert Holland at rbh@medicine.wisc.edu

• Deadline for application is April 28\textsuperscript{th}, 2014